The best scan, every time. As much as Vector’s technology is optimized to get the highest quality
image, it’s important to follow these tips & best practices when capturing documents on your
phone or tablet to prevent from needing to resubmit later.
2. Position your camera

1. Place the document

Place your document on a flat,
color-contrasting surface. Ensure
there are no other documents behind
the page.
Uneven surfaces and white backgrounds will
distort the cropping.
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Ensure there is even lighting
over the entire document.

Hover your camera directly over the
document, around 12-14 inches away.

The edges of the document should
be just shy of the camera’s frame.

Shadows & glares will also distort the
scan.

Do not hold your camera at an angle. Once
parallel, the Vector app will automatically
place a glowing orange
box over the document’s outline.

Receipt? Bring your camera closer to
the receipt until text is clear and
orange box is over it (about 3-6 inches
away).
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3. Take the Photo

http://zp1j.app.link
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4. Check the Photo

If you’re taking a photo at night,
make sure to set the flash to “On” or
“Auto”.
Click the lightning bolt in the top
center until it says “Auto” or “On”.
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Hold your device as steady as possible
before, during, and after pressing
the orange capture button until the
picture appears on the next screen.
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After taking the picture, pinch to zoom in
on the scan. Make sure there is no
blurriness and all text is legible
throughout the entire document. Press
“Retake” on the top left corner if blurry
and redo the photo.
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If you’re scanning a carbon copy or
another document with light text,
sometimes reverting the greyscaled photo
back to the original color photo will make
it more legible. Click “Adjust” at the
bottom of the preview scan and tap
“Original” under “Filter”.
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Vector Support can be reached by phone at (855) 442-5623 or by email at support@withvector.com

